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Novo University

Noted Lawyers
To Lecture
At Law School
Beginning January 17 and running on
Mondays through March 17, a course titled
• 'Trial Tactics and Strategy" will ~ given at

the Law School by Sl,nley E. Preiser, one of the
nation's leading trial lawyers.
This course will give students a unique opportunity to interact with prestigious members of the practicing bar in developing their
litigation skills. Mr. Preiser will coordinate
and participate in all the sessions.
Each session will feature a guest lecturer
who specializes in the area being discussed
that week.

Dr. Abraham S. Fischlet, president of Nova University. has announced (he purchase of a 3.6
acre parcel of land as a futu re permanent site
for Nova University at Coral Springs.
The purchase of the land from Coral Ridge
Properties was made possible through a generous gift from CRP covering half the cost.
The property, located on the north side of •
N.W. 29 Street in the 9900 block, is in the
heart of the Coral Springs community service
complex, adjacent to the 50-acre Mullins recreational complex. the future new Coral
Springs library. a future medical complex. a
civic center complelt. and the future cullu ral
center.
"The future-oriented planning of Coral
Ridge Properties for a complete civic center
and communi ty services complex will enable
Nova/Coral Springs to plan an exci ting university learning center, responsive to the needs of
the people of Coral Springs, Nonh Broward,
and South Palm Beach Coumies." said Dr.
Patrick Distasio, director of Nova/Coral Springs.
Nova University at Coral Springs. presently
located at 3301 North University Drive. has
been serving the educational needs of north_west Broward and south Palm Beach Counties
for five years. The CCOler now olfers undergraduate programs and an •• Alternative Classroom" Pcogram wh ich allows sludents to
suppk:ment classroom experiences with community research and participation. The Center
also has the Nova University Clini<.: (a C(lni
munity mental health Lem~r) . .i hi:l!h ...chDol
romr/f'lion f'lr("l"qm,,·wr.w·:1 h I; !)f hc)(.1

Stanley Preiser

Nova, Government Join
For 'Broward: Focus 2000'
The National Advisory Board of the Center
for the Study of Administration will meet in
Fort Lauderdale in February, during which
they will participate in a full -day conference
titled' ' Broward: Focus 2000." The conference, a joint Nova University/S roward County review of key issues facing the. county government, the business community and Broward taxpayers, is being coordinated by David
Millman, Director of Program Development,

,,-=______Full-Time Day
Division To Hold
Open Houses

Nova ColI:ceg::.e;,'

Nova's undergraduate Full-Time Day Divi~
sion is holding a series of open houses in the
George English Library of the Parker Building
to acquaint people ih the community with its
unique program.
The open houses. all on Thursday evenings
at 7, are scheduled for January 8, February

26, and March 26,1981.
For further information, call Dr. James Smith

at 475·7359.

Forum Presents
Kolber, Udall

Nova/Coral Springs Buys
Land For Future Site

The CSA National Advisory &ard comprises public and business managers distinguished for their expe rtise ln, and contributions to, those subject areas which will be explored at "Sroward: Focus 2000. ,. Portions
of the sessions will be open to both the private
and the public sectors. and representatives of
local businesses are expected to participate. ac·
cording to Dr. John M. Clatke, Director of CSA.
This conference is one more manifestation
of Nova' s continuing close support of administration and planning in South Florida. It fur. (Continued on Page 3)

Distinguished Authors
To Speak At Nova
The Nova University libraries , and the
Friends of the Nova libraries .. are presenting
the first Annual Distinguished Au thor series.

Board 01 Broward County. and a variety 01
cu ltural events including concerts. art shows
and film festivals .• 'One' of the major benefits
of the new s it e is that it will enable us to expand our educational offerings to include
masters and doctorate degree programs," Dr.
Distasio said.
•
The Boord of Governors of Nova/Coral
Springs, chaired by JeT" Shames, General Man~
ager of the Burroughs Corporation facility in
Coral Springs, is planning a month-long celebration of the purchase of the site. The
festival. scheduled for mid-February to midMarch (to coincide with the fifth anniversary
of Nova at Coral Springs). will include concens. film series. a book and author festival,
an art exhibit and auction. and a Fifth Anniversary Open House. Proceeds from the
festival will go toward the development fund of
Nova/Coral Springs to build a facility an thl'
site.
For further information. ca ll 753 -3300.

Coastal Management
Program To Begin
The Decemlx- r 2 open house at the Ocean
Sot'nces C~ntt'r to introduce people to the new
Mas1t~ r at S<.:icnce Pf()xram in Coastal Zone
Management \Va!' an unqualified StlCCt'SS,
dccordin~ to rhl' man) Jluhlic offkiab.
i.~dtlc..uor~. -.L1~:nti"'b ..... nd nll'mbt'r~ of thl'
p.;'LlVd lOmnlL.lllitY dl1('; thl..·it. frit.·hJ.... who at tended.
The brst cla...s bcgin~ january 20. 19R1.
Rtgi!i tration ... are ... till bein,lt <len·pted. For
further intormation. call Or. Charles finkl.
Director 01 the In",u tllte of Coastal Studil"S. at

475·7488,

R. 9, and

16 week classes and workshops be~inning in
january and March. 1981. will take plan'
Dec. 22. 23. 29 and 30 from 8:30 a.m.

to

6:30 p.m .. and Dl'c. 24 and 3 I from H:30
a.m. to 12 noon . After january 2, 1981.
registration is during re~ular office hours.
8:30 a.m. to ') p.m. daily. but a late rex istration fee will be char~t·d.

Floyd Kalber, news anchorman for WNBCTV in New York. will be the {ealured speaker
at the next Nova Univl'rsity EXl'Cutive Council Forum (0 be held Wednesday. January 14.
1981. at 7:30 a.m. at Sttluffer's Anacapri Inn.
1901 N. FClkral Hi~hw<lv. Ft. Lauderdd\l'.
Kalber ha~ coverl·d ,til the major new",
stories of the 1960s anu 1970s. inrluding the
Apollo Span' pro,i{fam and eV<.'ry political con
vent ion. His rcporl<; ha ve aired rt:l!ularly on
network new!' speciat... and on NBC Rauio
News.
The final Forum for thi", SCd!'t)O'''' ",cries on
March 11 will fcatun' Stewart l. Udall, SL'C
relary of the Interior under Prt· . . idl'nt:- Ken
necJy and johnson .
For information and rt'''t.'rva tloIlS. ra il Rose
Ann Schaeffer at 4757425.

Conferences
To Focus On
Foreign Tourism,
Investment
In the li~ht of thl' ,i{fOwln,g imronam'(' of
fOf(' i~n trade and in vl'.'am(·n{ 10 South Florilia.
th(! university is layinx pi"",, tor.1 "'l'ril'!' oj Ex

The Confcrenu·... arL' titk·d: Browanl
International: Foreign Touri:-m . Tra~k'. aOlI
Investment - It~ Impact. Its PruOli ..." For Th,:
Future.
Thl' purpose oIl hl' wInter :-'l'ri{'", on II )reigl'

lrade anu invc",tmenl "to ht'lj) Browa rd Cmlll
ty find it.~ own effectlvl' role in IhI'> new "-,,,x'CI
of South Fillftda' s economK un·(,lopmenL
I<.onllllued on Poqe 3:

,

Classes are held on the main campus. at the
Coral Springs Centcr. at Merrick Community
School in Coral Gables, and at tht, Forest Hill
High School in West Palm Beach.

Among the authors who will be speaking at
Nova are Or. frank Slaughter, who has just written a novel titled "Gospel Fever" , and Hugh
Downs, whose new book, "The Best Yea rs"
will be published shortly.
For further information, call Betty Leverentz

Nova College participates in a number of
governmental financial aid programs for students who quality . For.information, see a program counselor. Call 475 -7340 (Broward);

at475-7438.
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Students, Alumni, Faculty, Staff
Friday. Feb. 6, 8:30 p.m.
JUSTIN'S (University Dr. at Oakland Pk. Blvd.)
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"NOVA ROUND-UP"

Udall

eculiV(' Conferl'nce !'l''''''lon ... on Ihi ...... uhject
he,ginninx in Ja nuary and rtlnning thwul.!h
March or April. on a monthl ... h<l !'I~.

Nova College
Registration Set
Registrdtion for Nova College's

Kalber
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Coral Springs
Specialized Prpgrams Set For Administration Center
.,Alternative'
20
-Courses Starting
The Consolidated Masters Programs of the
Center for the Study of Administration has
scheduled several specialized programs and
courses during Block I (January-March)

During the Winter Term beginning in January, Nova University at Coral Springs will offer "The Nation's Health" as the featured

1981.
I On Saturday, January 24, 1981 , there
will be a one day seminar entitled, "Strategies

course of its Alternative Classroom program .

for Career Change ." This seminar will present an authoritative analysis of the realities of
career change in today 's job market . The
seminar will focus on:
a. Proven techniques for developing
workable strategies for change;
b. First hand insight into the interview
and selection process; and
c . How to present oneself for success.

The course will be offered every other Saturday morning. beginning January 24th, during the 16-week term . The classroom portion
of the course will be supplemented by a weekly

series in the Fort Lauderdale News and The
Miami Herald through theif Courses-byNewspaper Department.
"Students will also conduct community re-

search in order to compare our local health
care system with the information they learn
from the classroom and textbook" according..
to Kevin Keating, Professor in charge of the
course.
The course was designed by Philip R. Lee,
M.D., Professor of Social Medicine at the University of California, San Francisco School of
Medicine, where he has served as Director of
the Health Policy Program since 1972.

Students enrolled in the MBA, MPA, and
HRM programs are encouraged to attend this
one day seminar. The student will learn why
people change jobs, how to assess his talents,
who makes employment decisions. how to develop an employment strategy , how to prepare
a resume, how to prepare a broadcast and
much more.
The seminar leader is Mr. Charles W. Profilet,
an executive with a large Florida corporation,

who has over
years experience in management and leadership positions and has
achieved recogniz.ed status as a business executive, educator, and consultant.
The cost of the seminar will be $125 for
Nova University students and alumni. Registrations for non-affiliated persons will be

$150.
The seminar will be held in Room 223 of
the Mailman-Hollywood Building on the main
campus of Nova University. Registration
materials may be obtained from the Masters
Programs ' office in the Mailman-Hollywood

Building or by mail by calling 305-475-7646.
For more details call Dr. Neuman F. Pollack, Program Director, at 475 -7684.
II The Masters Programs proudly announces the commencement of new specialization, certificate, and degree programs in
procurement and contract (acquisitions) management designed to meet the needs for professionaliz.ation in the field of procurement.
The program covers a variety of topical concerns of procurement personnel in the public
and private sectors, such as: procurement and

Americans have never been healthier. Yet
paradoxically, they have never been more
critical of their system of medical care, which
many people regard as too costly. outmoded,
and inequitable. This course will explore the
health care system and the role of medical care
in relation to the health of Americans from
historical, ethical, political, economic, social,
and personal points of view. Among the questions considered are the costs of medical care;
the responsibilities of the individual, health
care practitioners. and society for health; inequities in health status and health care; the
politics of health; and the issues surrounding
modern drugs. medical technology, and biomedical research.
In addition to "The Nation's Health" and
its regular schedule of courses, NovafCoral
Springs will offer other Alternative Classroom
cou rses in public relations. society and aging,
reporting, speech, political science, business
and psychology.
In order to fit the lifestyle of the working
adult, each Alternative Classroom courses includes a minimum number of classroom hours
supplemented by television. radio, newspaper,
community research andlor independent
study.
For further information. call 753-3300.

'Black Perspective'
Dr. King Cheek, Executive Director of the
NYIT/Nova Washington Center, will address
the OP A December Workshop on ,. The
Black Perspective in Public Management and
Decision Making ." Dr. Cheek, Past President
of Morgan State and ~aculty member of the
Center for the Study of Administration, is
engaged in a program for the career enhancement of minorities in the Public Service. The
focus will be on the exposure of a select group
of minority students from around the country
to full-time, intensive instruction in Washington, D.C. , combined with seminars jointly offered with the Brookings Institution and the
National Academy of Public Administration.
For further information, call 475-7689.

Right BodY,Wrong Head
James Farquhar, a trustee of Nova University,
was one of 133 educators from across the
country to be nominated for the Distinguished
Service in Trusteeship Award of the Association of Governing Boards of Universities and
Colleges, as was correctly reported in an
article in the last issue of Nova News. The
headline, however, which read " Mr. Nova
Wins Award " was incorrect. The winner was
Atherton Bean, a member of the Governing
Board of Carleton College since 1944. The
News regrets any inconvenience or embarrassment this error may have caused Mr.
Farquhar, his family or his friends
Nova News is a publication at . by . and for
the Nova community a nd its many friends. If
you 've dane something especially noteworthy lately - gotten a promotion. published a paper or a book . completed an im ·
portant project . received on honor or award
- please notify the News so that everyone
can sha re your proud accomplishment.
Please notify the News also it you change
your address . remembering to include the
Center or. Program you are or ha ve been
associated with. .
Novo News is published 10 times a year
(double issues . Dec. ·Jan. and June July).
Circulation is 33.000.
Nova News

Nova University
College Avenue
Fort Louderdale. Florida 33314
Al'::XANDER SCHURE . Chancellor
ABRAHAM FISCHLER. President
SHIRLEY GREEN . Edi10r , Nova News

Mrs. Alice Mailman, widow of the late Abraham Mailman, turns a shovelful of earth at

,eremony for the new Mailman Family Cente, Building, a $600,000, Ihree-story, 10,000 square foot facility due
to be completed in June, 1981, which will house Nova's Family Center and the Center for the Adwancement of
education. Sharing the festive occasion are friends and family, including Dr. Marilyn Segal (center, holding
child), Director of the Center, and Dr. Wendy Masi (right, holding child), Director of one of the Center's units.

Education Center
Holds Open Houses
The Center for the Advancement of Education is holding a series of open houses across
the state to acquaint people with the new
GEM (Graduate Education Modules) P.m gram
for masters of edut'!ational specialist-level degrees, or extension of certification.
On Saturday, Dec. 13, at 9:30 a.m. -noon,
open houses will be held at the Forest Hill
High School cafeteria, 6901 Parker Ave.
West Palm Beach; and at the Davie Professional Building, 4175 Davie Road. Suite 210.
Two more open houses will be held in the
same locations on Thursday, January 8, from

5-9 p.m.
On December 6 and January 6, open
houses will be held in Braydenton, Daytona,
Orlando and Tampa.
For

further

information,

call

305/475-7440

Law Center Is
In The Running

Exceptional
Programs Offered
The Undergraduate division of Human
Sciences offers a degree with a major in Exceptional Education. Until now the only certifiable specialty under this major available at
Nova College was Specific Learning Disabilities. Beginning in January courses to meet
the requirements for the following specialties
will be added: Mental Retardation, Emotional
Disturbance, Varying Exceptionalities, and
The Exceptional Education major prepares
its graduates to teach students, grades one
through twelve, with specific exceptionalities.
Many regular elementary and secondary
school majors choose to add courses necessary
for certification in some exceptionality, since
they realize that in every classroom they will
deal with students needing these additional
skills. Many teachers already certified in one
exceptional area are now interested in adding
another, knowing that the employed as well as
the prospective teacher enjoys more options
and increased employability with dual certification.
For information, call Katherine laBelle at

------

Nova Law Center's Public Law Institute is
sponsoring the Law Center's participation in
the Orange Bowl Marathon , a 26.2 mile race
to be held in Miami, January 17.

Nova Speakers Bureau

Twenty-four students, faculty members and
alumni (all wearing Nova Law Center tee
shirts) will be running, and mileage pledges
are now being solicited. The proceeds will be
used toward the Law Center's Legal Research
Assistants budget.

The Speakers Bureau comprises members
of the Nova faculty and staff who will speak to
community groups on subjects ranging from
career changes for women, the coastal environment, divorce, weight control and the selection and tenure of judges, to survival at sea,
biofeedback, stress,.and the art of films.

For

information,

caU

Debbie

Hole

at

A new· Nova University Speakers Bureau
catalog is now being prepared, and should be
ready some time in January.

A nominal $25 honorarium is the only fee
for this service. To arrange for a speaker, call

Betty leverentz at 475 -7438.

Continuing Legal Education Courses Beginning
New Law Center's Continuing Legal Edu cation Department, directed by Roland Graff, is
offering a series of eight one-night courses be-

ginning January 19, 1981.
The courses aFe: Anatomy of a Trial, Appelate Brief Writing, Compensation Planning,

In addition, non-degree students will be admitted to core procurement and contract
management courses as SpeciaJ Students pursuing a certificate in Procurement and Contract Management.
The first specialized course to be offered as
part of the regular campus curriculum of the
Masters Programs will be GMP 5461 - Contract Management and Administration . The
course focuses on the procurement process, it~
role in the development of contracts, and the
management and administration of contracts
for goods and services in public and private
agencies.
The course will be offered on Sequence 1
dates (please refer to course schedule) at the
Law Center in Room 305. The instructor is Dr.
Donald F. Harney who is currently the Purchasing Agent and General Services Director for
the City of Miami Beach. Florida. Students
may register for this . course as an elective.
There is no specific prerequisite for this
course, although first or second term students
are advised to satisfy their core requirements
before taking electives.

III. The Masters Programs is highlighting
its course offerings in advanced accounting by
offering of a Certificate in Advanced Accounting. Students in the M.B.A. program may
earn a Certificate in A dvanced Accounting by
completing any four (4) adva nced accounting
courses offered in the program in addition to
all other degree requirements. Special students
(non-degree students) may earn a Certificate in
advanced accounting by completing any four
(4) advanced accounting courses offered in the
program Rlus GMP 5060 - Managerial
Accounting. A background in undergraduate
accounting is a prerequisite of the Certificate
in Advanced Accounting Program.
During Block 1 Oanuary-March) 1981, the
following accounting courses are scheduled:
GMP 1000 Introductory A ccounting
(course designed to satisfy undergraduate prerequisite in accounting); GMP 5060 - Managerial Accounting; GMP 5120 - Current
Topics in Accounting Research and Studies;
and GMP 5140 - Taxation of Corporations
and Partnerships.
Due to the increased ' demand for advanced
accounting courses by non-degree students,
we have decided to schedule GMP 5140 at the
Law Center (Room 305) to increase its acces~
sibility to professionals in the Ft. LauderdaleHollywood metropolitan area . We are excited
about this new dimension in our delivery
capability.

Gated.

475-73 54.

522-2300, ext. 145.

interest management, government contract
administration, contract law, pricing and
negotiation, fiscal mnagement, purchasing
and materials management, and systems procurement and project management.
Commencing with Block I (January-March)
1981 , the Masters Programs will offer courses
in this field of study leading to a specialization
in the, MBA and MP A programs, as well as a
separate degree ! program- MSAM-Masters
of Science in Acquisitions Management.

Taxation of Business Enterprises, Basic Probate Practice, Immigration, Products Liabilicy:
The Nuts and Bolts of Handling a Case, and
Florida Real Estate Practice.
For further information, call Me. Graff at

3051522-2300 ext. 153.

A special note to off campus cluster
students: All offerings of the Masters Programs are available in cluster locations provided there is a aemonstrable support for them .
Cluster based students should contact their
Cluster Coordinator who will act as liaison
with the Program office in Fl. Lauderdale in
this as in other administrative matters .

Administration
Scholarship
As part of its continuing effort to work
toward the improvement of public administration through the provision of educational opportunities for practitioners, Nova's Center
for the Study of Administration is offering a
$7500 scholarship for its national Doctor of
Public Administration Program to a qualified
Broward County employee.
To be considered for the scholarship, a person must have at least a masters degree from
an accredited university, with major course
work in Public Administration or a closely related field; working knowledge of statistics and
economics; and a minimum of five years experience in managerial or administrative
work. He or she must also be currently employed in that capacity.
This marks the first time the Center has
ever offered such a scholarship, according to
Center Director, Dr. John Clarke. "A similar
program is currently being discussed for St.
Louis and other areas, as the program broadens to its national constituency /' he notes .
- Deadline for applications is January 9,
1981. Applications may be obtained from the
County Personnel Dept., Training and Education Unit, 236 SE 1 Ave., Ft. Lauderdale. Or

call Sandy Clifford at 765-5584.
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Law

(Continued from Page 1)

Guest lecturers include f.lee Bailey,
famous for his skills as a criminal defense

lawyer; Melvin M. Belli, well known for his work
in trying tort cases; Harold Price Fahringer, best
known for his defense work in cases involving
the First Amendment; Chief Justice Neeley of
the Supreme Court of West Virginia , who will
deal with preservation of issues at trial for ap-

.....

peal; Harry Philo, Pre:<;ident of A TLA, who w'ill
speak on the trial techniques for a product lia-

bilities case; Ray Ferrero and Ward Wagner who
will discuss trial psychology and selection of a
jury; and various members of the Law Center
faculty .

F. Lee Bailey

Melvin Belli

Each Monday, a reception honoring the
visiting lecturer will be held at the Law Center
at4:15 p.m.
For further information, call Johnny Burris at
522-2300.

Distinguished Lecturer Visits Volusia
The Center for the Advancement of Education initiated the Distinguished Lecture Series
this past summer for its students in Broward
County. The success of these lectures affected
many audiences - Nova students, school personnel and the general public. The Center began its new Graduate Education Module plan
(GEM) this Fall in six sites throughout Florida. Since a goal of the Center is to offer the
same high quality learning experiences at all of
irs sites, the first N ova-sponsored Distinguish'ed Lecture series in Central Florida was held in
Daytona Beach on October 17. The Series was
a joint effon of the Center with the Volusia
County School Board.
. Three hundred Volusia County school personnel heard Dr, Mario Fantini discuss how alternative options in education can be a solution to the growing problem of teacher and
student "burn-out. " Dr. Fantini developed
the concept of alternative education. and
helped in the design of the legislation in
Florida on alternative education. Following
the lecture. Dr. Fantini met with a small
group of teachers and administrators who are
responsi~le for alternative education
in
Volusia. Dr. Fantini concluded h"is day with a
dinner-discussion with Nova stude~[S and
faculty. Volusia County administrators and a
Dean from Davtona Beach Community College. His closi~g comments included: '''Numerous problems in education. such as
teacher burn-our. will be solved if we have cooperative efforts like the one Wf; had today
among such institutions as Nova University.
Vol usia County Schools . and Daytona Beach
Community College. , .
A week tater. Dr. Richard Goldman, Director
of CAE. received the following letter from Jeffre y J. Boyle. Sea breeze Senior High School.
Daytona Beach.
Dr. Goldman:
Just a note of thanks for the warm hospital-

ity and brainstorming at Friday night ' s dinner. It seemed strange that you should come
so many miles to be OUR hosts.
The Mario Fantini experience re-energized a
lot of people. His formal remarks at Spruce
Creek and the ideas put forth later while
breaking bread at Vallee's restaurant were
equally inspiring. Fantini put the GEM pro-gram in perspective: Re-educating and revitalizing the educators must be the first step
in solving current educational problems.
Friday's experience, like the brilliantly conceived Nova program. was unprecedented in
Vol usia County. This was our fifth opportunity to meet with Nova officials and we may now
conlude that the program is for real and that
Nova can be thought of as a Daytona Beach
institution rather than just an extension of a
Fort Lauderdale institution, Friday was a turning point. It was significant that a number of
people invited to the dinner were NOT enrolled in the program. You may have been unaware that this number included persons who
had voiced skepticism about Nova and the
GEM experience. The electricity of Goldman.
Stanier, Mizell, et. al. removed much of that
skepticism and created new salesmen for Nova
who, in the long run. may become the most
important people~ The rest of us now feel that
what t'Jova is trying to acc.omplish is what we
are trying, to accomplish. and in this sense we
are now Nova, too.

The program thus far rates a high evaluation. Some of the folks we thought would have
difficulty are rising to the challenge, The practical curriculum and instructional approach
enables us to apply theory to educational reality rather than inventing reality to fit the
theory. This is where the GEM courses have
offered unique contract to previous educational training we have known in this county.
Sincerely.
Jeffrey]. BovJe

Day-Division Is Off To A Great Start
Nova College - Day Division opened its
doors for the first time this past September
with some thirty high school graduates and
early admission programs students from Broward County, out of state, and seven foreign
countries. The faculty includes Dr. David
Barone and Ms . Denise' Pollack in Behavioral
Science. and Dr. Stephen Mendonca in Communication (Composition).
The initial year-s curriculum provides
strong preparation in the General Studies arid
feature study in the Behavioral Sciences. Business and . Management. Communications,
Humaniti·es. Science and Technology and the
Social Sciences. Five nine-week terms meeting
from September 1980 through July 1981
atlow students to earn nine semester hours
credit each term. and forry-five for a full years
attendance.
The second vear's course of studies requires continued work in the Behavioral Sciences. Business and Management. Humanities. Science and Technology. and the Social
Sciences. In place of the Communication. the
student now commences work in his major
area of interest. Through cooperative efforts of
the Day, Career, and Corporate Divisions of
Nova College. major areas of study include
Accounting, Business Management. Communications. Community Service Administration. Computor Science. English/Litera·
ture. History, Political ~cie.nce, Pre-Law. Psy·
chology. and Sociology/Anthropology.
Each student during his initial year of study
is assigned to a faculty advisor. The faculty advisor system, under the coordination of Dr,
Richard Hillard, provides each student with one
faculty member throughout the year to discuss
academic progress. career interests. scheduling problems and personal issues related to the
student's college life. During the second year.
as the studentbegins to work in a major. he/she is assigned a mentor, a faculty member in
his major area of interest who works dosely
with the student i~ designing the major course

Herald Fahringer

Harry Philo

Telecommunicating
Administration
Dr. john Clarke, Director of the Center for the
Study of Administration, and Dr, Paul Howerton,
Information Consultant to the Center,
recently attended a workshop on telecommunications at the New York Institute of
Technology. at the invitation of Dr. Alexander
Schure, President of NYIT and Chancellor of
' Nova.

Administration Center
Moving In
New Directions
The Center for the Study of Administration
is now offering:
-the Doctorate in Business Administration
in Fon Lauderdale. Florida and Arlington.
Virginia. Applications are being accepted
for classes scheduled to be held in
Alabama . Indiana and Missouri.
-the Doctorate in Public Administration
continues to hold classes in Alabama.
Florida, Massacl"fusetts. Minnesota. Pennsylvania, Virginia. Washington. D.C. and
West Virginia. New sites are planned for
California: Washin~ton: Mobile. Alabama
and Tallahassee. Florida. For more information concerning the DPA or DBA
program contact Nancy G, Varner at (305)
475 -7304.
-the Consolidated Masters (Masters in
Business Administration. Masters in
Public Administration ami Master o(
Science/Human Resource Mana,l;!ement)
will begin Winter Term on campus in
January. Off-campus dusters are now being conducted in Cedar Rapids. Iowa: New
Orleans, La .; Balboa. Panama; Venice.
F1.: and West Palm Beach. Fl.

The workshop was for the purpose of
exploring the use of telecommunications in
educational delivery systems. The conference
outlined not only existing state-of-the-art
techniques but plans for a major telecommunication center (linked to satellite availability)
useful to the Nova/NYIT federation.
CSA has already initiated several pilot
projects which lltili7.e the Nova/NYIT
television capabilities to produce learning
_materials . Thest' materia\:-; are now heing
distributed to. ami used hv, dusters
throughout the United Statl":'. Dr. ·Clarh' says.
NYIT also making available to the D.P.A.
Program for its Washington C~ntl'r special TV
equipment for utiliz.ation by clusters in
Virginia. and microcompuu.'r equipment for
application to its Systems Dynamics ITHxllllc,
Dr. Clarke adds.
National lecturl'rs arc now !x'ing asked 10
tilfX' their lectures in subiccts slll"h as Rl'scarch
Techniques and Merhouolo.I.lY. Amtl . . . tic
Processf.'s lor BusiO('ss and Policv A nalvsis.
Mana~emf.'nt Inf{)rmatilm Systems tIm ,
struction, amI Compull'r Analysis and
Mana,l(f.'ment. Thf.'s(' tapt:s an' used in the
classroom for hoth \·oluntary and reljuirn!
prcrl'quisitl' pllrpo~es preparatory to a formal
study in Ihl' weekend Sf.'ljUl'nn's , Dr. Clarh
says .
Thl' Cf.'ntc.:r t·nvisiom thl'Sl' tapt·" lX'inl.!
developed for US(' in ,<;l'vl'ral c1LlSll'r ..
simultanf.'oll.'dv. with the national pr(,l"eptor
being prl'-programmctl hlr WATS time. Sl '
that duster participants may dirl'Cl ljul'stion:-.
and recciw responsl's via tl'it'phont' in an
intl'watl'd tashion, Dr. Clarke conclude:>,

-New dusters in Florida are now projected
for New Pon Richey, Ocala, Orlando.
Tallahassee and Tampa.

of study.
Humanities and the Social Sciences have
been organized in an inter-discipline mode.
While students are looking at the history.
economics, and political science of a given era
in Social Sciences. they will be studyinR the
An, Drama, and Music of that same era in the
Humanities. The research paper aspect of
Communications is also designed to relate to
both the Humanities and Social Sciences.
Each instructor, whenever possible. is attempting. through field trips. outside speakers,
and relevant assignments, to bring real lif~
meaning to the specific curriculum. Other efforts to utilize the talents and resources of the
Institute of Retired Professions (IRP) are under
wav. Mrs. Marion Bell, the Director of the IRP
and Dr. Mal Bree, one of its members. are acting as the coordinators for these attempt'i.
Student activities, under the coordination
of Mr. Ken Dose, have included two panies. a
term-ending picnic/tennis day at Dr. Jim
Smith's house, and a brunch at Dr. Abe Fischler's
thus far. A Student Government election. a
photo club. and a cruise are in the planning
stages.
Acceleration potential exists both for those
students who wish to begin college in lieu of
attending their senior year of high school
and/or those who wish to attend the Dav College five terms a year for three years.
Recruiting for the remainder of this year
and next year under the coordination of Mr.
Dose' , is in process. The program is organized
SQ that students may begin at the start of any
nine week term as well as in September. College nights have already been attended. several
open houses have been planned. and shortly.
all local high schools will be visited.
At this juncture. everyone
students and staff alike. is pleased
progress to date. Much still needs
complished. but a feeling of
abounds.

involved,
with the
to be acoptimism

-The Master of Science/Criminal Justicl'
Program will be,gin its Winter Term in
January on campus. Applications are now
bein,g accepted by the Program Office. Offcampus clusters include Miami, Tampa
and Virginia Beach.
For further information on any of the above
Masters Programs, please call' Pat Jagiel at
475-7305 (Broward) or l-HOfH32-5021.
ext. 7305 (Florida WATS).

Conferences
(Continued from Page 1)
The first one. on January 12. at Nova Law
Center. 3100 SW 9 Ave., Ft. Lauderdak. will
focus on the expected largl' influx of summer
vacationers from abroad. with the aim of mak,
in~ certain that our hospitality industry arid
our communities in ,gl'neral arc proptrly.
prepared to mah the visitors wdcomc amI
keep them comin,g back. Tht'r~' is ('vidence.:
that WI:: are not ready for them in some respects. such as the a-bsencl' of places ~hl'rl'
t~ey can conveniently exchangl' their curren
cles.

Ensuing sessions of the Conference will deal
with trade and with property investments.
The Executive Conferences wt'r~ established in 1975 during the recession, for the
purpose of bringing together all segments of
Broward Counrv's business and industrial
community for discussions of common problems. Thev have been held at intervals ever
since, each one focusing on a topic of ~t'neral
interest. These conferences are held without
charge to the participants. as a community
service of the university .
Dates and locations will be announced
shortly . For further information, call
475 ·7407 . .

John CJarke IJeftl and Paul Howerton .t the telecom·
munications workshop.

Focus 2000
(Continued from Page 1 )
ther represent'i the tirst time member" 01 tht·
National Board of Advisors have 1X'f.'n invitt,d
lO directly involve themsdvl's in issues of concern to B'roward County. Dr. Clarke indil·ated.
Several CSA Board members arl' members
of the National Academy of Public Admin,
istration. Dr. George Esser, Prcsid('nt (If the
Academv, will chair thl' meetin~ on . 'Bm\\"ard Focll's 2000."
The Advisorv Board will also ha\'{' a full,
day discussion of Nova .l{raduatl' ()fferinxs now
provided by CSA. The recently-conslituteu
Business Advisorv Pand which revit'weu thl'
conteO! and tldiverv of thl' CeOler' s DBA ant.!
MBA degrees will report their findinw.. to thl'
Board.
A full repon of the Board meetin.';: will appear in a later issue of Nova News.
For further information , call 475 -76R9.·
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------~--NATIONAL
Alumni
Represent Nova

Alumni On lhe
National Scene'

Ezeki,l W. Bryant, Ed.D. '75, represented
Nova at the Edwards Waters College Fall

Ullian [odge lopenhaver, Ed.D. '80, has been
named Director of the 1981 National Ct.llven-

on

tion of College Publications Advisors and t~e .
Associated Collegiate Press to be held In

E.!. Deideric~1 Ed.D '76, represe.nte~ Nova at
the mauguratlon ,of Dr. G. BenJ~mm Lan~,
Jr., of ~ou~t Unton College, Alliance, OhIO.
Dr. Deldenck reports that nearly 200
.
f
II
. . t' es' and
representatives 0 ~o eges, ,Un!Versl 1
lea':11ed and pr~fesslo~al soclettes acr~s the
natIOn marched 10 the maugural processIOn.
Donald E. Gentsch, Ed.D. '76,
represented Nova at the inauguration of Dr.
Frank Vandiver as president of North Texas
State University in Denton, Texas. He
reported that approximately 280 coUeges and
universities throughout the world were
represented . Dr . Gentsch
was
secretary/treasurer of the Dallas Metroplex
Alumni Association for 1979/80.

MiD~~ BK~'nhaver has also been named

Convocation in Jacksonville, Florida
Wednesday. September 24,1980.

Chairman of the National Professional
ehaPtee Activities Committee of the Society of
P I , I J rnalistsiS' ma Delta Chi the
fa esslOna au
18
•
35 000 member international society of journaiists.
.
Kopenhaver is Director ot informatIOn
Services at Florida International University in
Miami.
William J. Briggs, Ed.D. '79, has been awardeel an honorary Doctor of Laws degree (LLD)
from Belmont Abbey College. Dr. Briggs is
President of Limestone College in Gaffney,
South Carolina.

FU""''''t'''''----:E=----t
ure ven s

The National Alumni Association Office is
planning a Student! Alumni/Faculty/Staff
dance on Friday, February 6, 1981. The affair
will have a Western theme, invitations will be
mailed and posters will be displayed throughout the University. Please keep this c4te in
mind and join with us as Dan Leslie and his
Entertainers, in addition to playing a variety of
music, instructs us in the latest Western
dances.

Donald

E.

G.n1sch

Articles, Publications,
Presentations
Henry M. Salary, MSC] '78, writes that as a
result of his Practicum he co-authored with
N.L. LUND, Ph.D. an article entitled
• ' Measured Self-Concept in Adjudicated
Juvenile Offenders", which appeared in the
Spring, 1980 issue of the journal
Adolescence.
Mr. Salary is a Youth Counselor Supervisor
in the Division of Youth Services, Department
of Health and Rehabilitative Services.
Robert C. Preziosi, DPA '77, was a panel convener at the Twelfth Annual Southeastern
Conference on Public Administration held
recently in Orlando. The panel title was' 'Cutting Edge Issues in Organization Behavior".
During the panel he presented a paper on his ,
experience using the Organization Diagnosis
Questionnaire on a large voluntary social service agency jn South Florida. Preziosi learned
recently that AT&T and Prime Computer
have used his 00 Questionnaire in their or·
ganizations.
John Baker, Ed.D. ' BO, .is the author of a
handbook for - coaches and parents entitled
Children and Soccer which will be pub--lished by the California Youth Soccer Association. Dr. Baker has been named Fremont
Rotary Citizen of the ye~r and has been appointed Chairman of the Fremont Recreation
Commission.

The Mid-Atlantic Area Chapter met for a
dinner meeting on October 27, 1980. Chapter
president, Dr. Jim Barksdale, reported that ·a
successful, enjoyable meeting was held. Dr.
Stephen Go'dstien attended. The geographic
areas for membership include New Jersey,
Pennsylvania and Delaware. Graduates of all
of Nova University's programs are eligible to
join.
The National Capitol Area Chapter is planning to hold a "brown bag lunch" every two
months. Congressman Dan Mica will be addressing the group at their first meeting - the
subject, "The Congressman ' s work on the
Middle Eastern Affairs Subcommittee." Current DPA participants will..also be invited to .
these sessions.

Region III

Cato
Michael K. Townsle" Ed.D. (CSLD '78),

The Connecticut Chapter had a cocktail
party at The Royal Footman Inn, Hamden,
Connecticut on November 20. 1980.

Region IV
The Chicago Chapter met Friday,
November 21, 1980 at the Mart-Plaza Holiday Inn. The guest speaker was Dr. Alonzo
Crimm Superintendent of Schools, Atlanta,
Georgia. Dr. Joseph W. Fordyce, Assistant to the
President (Nova University) was also in attendance to represent the Central Office.

Region V
The Dallas Metroplex Chapter arranged a
meeting on ~ptember 29, 1980 to enable
them to meet with Dr. Gerald Sroufe as he passed through Dallas on his way to Fort Lauderdale from San An(onio. The Dallas alumni
were very happy to have this opportunity for a
short visit.

Baker

Christine L Case, Ed.D. '78, has published in
the Journal of Research in Science Teaching
and The American Biology Teacher. Both are
the results of her MARP research.
D,le R. Carlson, Ed.D. '79, was a copresenter at the second annual Invitation to
Innovation Conference held in Wilmington,

- -Region
-I - - - 'News Of Regional Activities
Orebov.

Donald F. Harney, DPA ' 79, is the purchasing
agent and general services department director
of the City of Miami Beach.
Mildred lennertz, Ed.D. '75, was a member of
the Jacksonville Journal' s panel of judges ior
the 11th Annual Cooking Contest. Dr. Lennertz is director of home economics education
at Florida Junior College, Kent Campus. She
is a member of the Ameritan and Florida
Vocational Association, and the Home
Economics Education Association. She is past
president of the Florida Vocational Home
Economics Association and is a member of
that group's executive board.
Shirley B. Fischler, JD ' 77, was featured in an
anicle in a local newspaper entitled "Late
Bloomers". Mrs. Fischler hadn't worked full +
time in 25 years when Nova first opened its
law school and she began a career that has included prac:ticing law in a Fort Lauderdale office and being a newly sworn-in attorney
capable of practicing before the Supreme
Court. " It was a tremendous challenge," she
says, adding that her two younger children
might not have gone into law if it weren't for
her career choice.
Charles l. Vendryes, JD '80, is the recipient of
the LAW WEEK award which is presented to
the graduating student who made the most
satisfactory scholastic progress in his/her final
year. The award consists of one year's complimentary subscription to THE UNITED
STATES LAW WEEK .
Loretta Tong leon, Ed.D. '7 7. writes that she
founded The Finding Place, a school dedicated
to serve the pre-school and adult autistic
population in South Florida. Dr. Leon recently
lectured about Autism at the European Association of Special Educators Conferen~ held
in Helsinki, Finland. There were representatives from 15 countries plus members of
the Third World countries. Leon was then invited to lecture at two psychiatric hospitals in
Sweden; one in Uppsa la and the other in

Delaware. Dr. Carlson's presentation was
"The Process and Oq,tcomes of a Small Community College Reacting to Crises. "
limm, E. Cato, Ed.D. '78, has been appointed
as a reader for the December 1980 reading of
the College Board English Test.
Cato has been a presenter at meetings of the
California Association of Teachers of English,
National Council of Teachers of English,
English Council of California Two-year College and Speech Communication Association.
Additionally, he is the author of publications
in Resources in Education and the author of a
Language Arts Curriculum Guide_ He is
currently a Professor of Speech Communication and English at College of Alameda. Alameda, California.

DPA graduates have been polled for their
interest in a Nova/Brookings Institution
(Washington, D.C. ) HSeminar on Public
Policy ". The response has bee-n exceptional.
Dr. John Clarke, Director for the Center for
the Study of Administration, is a consultant to
Brookings and plans to proceed with the Advanced Study Program there to format a threeday session.

---Chapter Meetings
Region II

ALUMNI

Marwin Kwint, Ed.D. '77, has started a
private consulting service for student!:t seeking
financial aid. Dr. Kwint assists his clients
through every step of the application process
from estimating budgets to correctly
completing forms.
Kwint 's business. which was developed
through his practicum, has helped 20 students
receive $96,000 in financial aid, or an average
of S,4,200 each. Two of his major successes
were two brothers who were funded more than
563,000 for four years at Harvard and Yale.

Region II
Richard I. Burnelle, DPA '78. When Dick
Burnette moved from City Manager at Anderson, Sc. , population 30.000 to Meridian, MS,
population 48,000, he was followed at Anderson by Richard (Dick) Woodruff, DPA '80.
Burnette said that "The skill used in the long
pull for the DPA gave me a definite advantage
in competing for my new position.
louis F. Weislogel, Ed.D. '7B. Vice President
for Admissions and Student Affairs at West
Chester State College, has been appointed
Vice President for Administration and Student Affairs.
Delia W. Black, DPA ' 78, a member of the
Redstone Federal Credit Union 's Credit Advisory Committee since January 1979, has
been appointed to the Board of Directors. Dr.
Black serves as a Career Program Coordinator
for the 22·U.S. Army and Department of Defense Programs at Redstone Aresenal. The
Department of the Army has twice awarded
Dr. Black its Certificate of Achievement. She
is president of the North Alabama Chapter of
the American Society for Public Administration and past president of the North Alabama
Chapter of the International Personnel Management Association.
Jonathan A. Barnes, Ph.D. '80, has joined the
staff of the Wayne County Mental Health
Center. He will serve as coordinator of chil-

dren and adolescent services. The program
~iIl serve youngsters from preschool age to 1B
and their families. Barnes served a one-year internship at Philadelphia State Hospital in

1979
John Charman, MBA '78, has been appointed
executive vice president and chief financial officer of Jartran, Inc.
David M. Heine" EdD. '77, has been appointed Interim President of Williamsport College, Pennsylvania. He has also been elected a
trustee of Lycoming College.
John M. Jacecko, Ed.D. '76, is counselor to
,Kappa Delta Pi National Honorary Educational Society chapter, at West Chester State
College. West Chester, Pennsylvania.

Region III
David R. Morabito, JD '79, joined the Indexing
staff of The Lawyers Cooperative Publishing
Co. , Rochester, New York. After graduation
Morabito practiced law for one year with his
father in East Rochester before joining LCP
who
law
. .. offer opportunities in creative
,
Wfltlllg.

Richard W. St. Pierre, Ed.D. '77, acting president of Quinsigamond Community College,
Massachusetts, has ~en appointed president
of Central Wyoming College, Riverton,
Wyoming.

Douglas Wardwell, Ed.D. ' 75, has been noti·
fied that his manuscript will be published as a
text by Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit, Pennsylvania, under the title Television Production
Handbook. Wardwell , former Director of
Television at Central Connecticut State Col+
lege, Associate Professor of Communication.
and Ratio Television Specialist at the University of Connecticut. recently joined Hartford
Cable Television, a subsidiary of the Times
Mirror Company, as Community Services Coordinator. He was recently elected as North
east Region Director for the International
Television As.sociation. Vice President of
k

business manager of the Franklin School
Corp., Franklin, Ind., was one of 27 Indiana
public school officials granted an Indiana
Public Schools executive fellowship.
The award entitles Dr. Townsley to participate in a series of intensive educational
sessions on school management. He will also
.receive a stipend to assist in developing a
project of major benefit to his school district.
The fellowship recipients were -chosen because
of their outstanding leadership in school
administration, and their commitment to
public education.
Major Armstead, Jr. Ed.D. ' 76, wrote an
article entitled "Boost Student Attendance By
Following This Simple Plan" which was
published in The Executive Educator.

Family Services of New Britain. and the N~w
Britain Rotary Club.
Philip M. Fallon, Ed.D. '7 5, superintendent of
schools, Seymour, has accepted the position of
chairman of the Education Division in the
1980 Valley United Way campaign.

Region IV
Kenneth B, Swift, Ed.D. '79, Financial Aid
Director at Worthington Community College,
has been appointed to a one-year term as a
member of the Financial Aid Advisory Committee to the Higher Education Coordinating
Board of Minnesota.
Reginald V. Brown, DPA '79, has been appointed director of the Mayor's Office of
Employment and Training. Brown has
been involved for many years in the
Southeast community, holding positions
on the board of directors of the Southeast
Community Organization, Advisory Coun~
cil on Community Schools on the Southeast side, and the South Chicago Chamber
of Commerce. He is principal of Chicago
Vocational High School.
John H. Kiracofe, DPA ' 78, was selected to
attend a 1980 Summer Seminar at the City
University Graduate Center in New York
City . regarding American Cities; Their
Growth,· Decline and Prospects. This
seminar was sponsored by the National Endowment of the Humanities.

Region VI
Gilbert M. Dominguez, Ed.D. '77, a Division
Dean at Mt. San Antonio College, has recently been elected to the Board of Directors of the
Association of California Community College
Administrators (ACCCA).
Jo Ann lee, Ed.D. ' 79. has been selected as
the first exchange teacher trom Pasadena City
College to teach at Shih Chien College in
Taipai for 1980/81. She will te~ch business
classes at Shih Chien as well as at Soochow
University. This exchange was one of two ar-

I

NEWS

ASSOCIA TION
ranged through the Community College Cooperative for International Development in
1979.
William D. Allen, Ed. D., has been appointed
Dean, Occupational Education in the Office of
Instructional Services of Los Angeles Community College.
.
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NOVA ROUNDUP

DECEASED

Second Annual Student/Alumni/Faculty/Staff Dance

Rufus Lee Platt, Ed.D. '78. September 4.
1980 after a short illness. Dr. Platt is survived by his wife Mariah Daniel-Platt,
Ed.D. also a Nova '78 graduate.

Date:
Time:

Friday. February 6.1980
8:30 p.m.

Place:

JUSTIN'S - Mercede Americana Plaza
3042 N. University Drive
Sunrise, Florida
(N.E. Corner of Oakland and University)

CASH BAR.

ALUMNI STORE ITEMS
T-SHIRTS

Size

Men's

Women's Child's

Cost:

Small

34-36
38-40

32-34
34-36

Men's & Child's

Medium

6- 8
10-12

Large

SS.9S each

X-Large

(Women's sizes run small)

42-44
46-48

Total number of T-Shirts

_ _ at 55.00 $

Plus $1.00 each postage

--"

AUTO TAGS

$5 .95

.. . . . .. .-.

54.00 each .

Program _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Tel. No. _ _ _ _ _ _ __

COST: $ 5.00 only - per person
No. of persons attending _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Make checks payable to Nova University
My check for $
is enclosed.
Mail to: National Alumni Association
Nova Univer:sity
3301 CoUege A venue
Fort Lauderdale. Florida 33314

14-16

36-38

$

... $

ALUMNI CLOCKS

KEY

535.00 plus $2.50 postage ........ .. .

BSC ...
CSLD.

... $ _ - -

NOVA DECALS
5.50' each

. . Featuring Dan Leslie ' s Entertainers

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _ __

SS.OO each
Women's

........

NAME

.$

......... .

CHE
CSA

DIPLOMAS - TONOGRAPHY
532.95 plus 52.50 postage . . . . ....... . .. ..•. . .

. .. ... ........ . . $

PATCHES
52.00 each .

NTEP.

.. $ - - -

NC
LC .

TIES
55.95 each plus .50<postage. . . ..................... . ...... . .

.$

NOV A COFFEE MUGS
54.50 each p!us .;0' postage .

.. . . $ - - -

PAPERWEIGHT
S4.95 each plus $1 postage .

Grand Total .

.. ....... $

Mail information aboul your acli.ilies to:
Toni Steinberg
flational Atumni Association
, No.a Uni.ersily
College A.enue
fori Lauderdale, florida 33314

r---------------------------Have You Sen~ Us Your New
I

:

..... $

. ....... .

Behavioral Sciences Center
Center for School Leadership
Development
Center for Higher Education
Center for the Study of Administration. Public Admin.,
Bus. Admin., Criminal Justice
Programs.
National Teacher Education
Programs
Nova College
Law Center

Address?

I
I

The post -office will deliver your mail to your adJress for a spccifit: fX'riod n/ lime only . Send
your new addres!-> amI receive your Nova Alumni N('ws withoul intl·rruption . SI..' nd il NOW .

MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO NOVA UNIVERSITY
: NAME __________________________________________

l

NAME
ADDRESS

=_---=-_--=-_______

LaGrande
Bourgeoise
q

Tel. No. ___ _ _ _
~z;p

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ __

"A VISUALLY EXQUISITE
MYSTERY!':'Judith Crist

Piuniu at
H .

R~
b~

KON ICHIKAWA'S

Odd

o

Frnm

P("U'r " :,,ir

January 15, 16 & 18

NOVA UNIVERSITY FILM SOCIETY
SHOWINGS
•••••••

Coral Springs Center
(University Drive & Sample Road)

THURSDAYS AT 7:30 P.M,
with Katherine Deneu.e and Giancarlo Giannini
January 8, 9, & 11
from Werner Herzog

Mailman Building Auditorium
On The Da.ie Campus

FRIDAYS AT 7:30 P,M. and
SUNDAYS AT 2:30 P.M.
••••••••

Call Betty Le.erenlz for further information
475-7438

"A :NfASTERPIECE."
_Andreu' Sam's. VillaRe \ioin'

OJ?i!iner 'W=er "RIssbirdri

"TIlE MARRIAGE OF
UJ1ARIA CJJRAUl'( !
...If> HANNA SO!YGUlLA
KLAUS LOwrrsa!: IVAN DFSNY
A N_ Y~ Films ReIea~

~- 'r, 1979

January 22. 23, & 25

January 29, 30 & february lsi

/

_ __

--- ------.:...-

IL__

~

A Film

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

December 11, 12 & 14
Buster Keaton's

Our Hospitality /

..... ~--

...,

-
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Jamaica 8TM Cluster
A Varied Group
Like all Nova students, the group of Kaiser
Bauxite employees currently enrolled in
Nova ' s Bachelor of Science degree in
Technological Management Program in
Jamaica has a wide variety of backgrounds and
interests.
Many are avid sports fans, actively involved
in cricket, soccer, badminton, darts, tennis.
squash and swimming.
Several are respected community leaders;
Joseph Charles is the only Defensive Driving
trainer in Jamaica: Karl Fuller, a Justice of the
Peace and Community Choir Director,
received a Distinguished Award for Community Activities in the field of music;
Beresford Rochester has trained prisoners in
artisan skills; Constantine Pink was the first
person in Jamaica trained in the artificial
insemination of cattie.

,

Their hobbies are equally varied: lloyd
Hanson rebuilds electronic organs (but can·
fesses he can ' t play a note); Donald Purkiss
raises Siamese Fighting fi ~ h ; and Keth Mitchell
studies land crabs (when he isn't busy
hunting, playing backgammon or dominoes ,
fishing, or motor rallying).
Nearly all of them say they intends to
continue their education past their bachelor ' s
degrees - some opting for the masters ; a few
for the doctorate.
Something they all agree on, however, is
that they ' re as pleased as their company is
with Nova ' s program. and that they fully
intend to look to Nova when it ' s time for them
to go on with their education.
Dr. Debbie Robin is the Director of the
BTM Program. Her phone is 47~ - 7330.

Sea Survival Training
Saves Woman's Life
Anni Vandervale owes her life to a course
in Sea Survival given at Nova's Institute for
Survival Technology.
Ms. Vandervale didn ' t take the course. But
Joseph Gemelsbacker, a tug boat captain who
saw her fall into Biscayne Bay on Wednesday,
October 29 , did - and used the training he
had received to save her life.
"I sent my deck hand. Jeff Ca rballo; into
the water with one end of the rope. I had the
other end, and together we pulled her on to
the stern, " Gemelsbacker relates. "When we
got her up, she had already drowned. I put her
on ·her stomach and pumped the water .o ut of
her until she started breathing again.
••These were all things 1 had learned in the
course in Sea Survival when 1 took it in
August ." he says. "It was all right there.
Right on top of my head. All the little things
- the things that count in an emergency.
Knowing about the rope. Knowing how to revive a drowning victim . I was so thankful I had
taken the cou rse. You never know when
you ' ll need it. "
Wayne Williams, Director of the Institute. in
fact developed the one-day program with an
eye to its having "an influence far beyond the
people who attend the training session themselves.
"We' re happy Ms. Vandervale's life was
saved, " he says. "and we ' re happy that every
person who's taken our course in Sea Survival
is now fully capable of helping others in any

Wayne Williams
emergency at sea. "
Mr. Gemelsbacker is the captain of the
Dena Marie for .Island Developers. Williams
can be reached at 475-7488.

What's A Life Worth?
Students in the Jamaica BTM Cluster.

BTM Open House
An open house explaining Nova
Universitv's Bachelor of Science in
Technological Management Program will be
held Wednesday . December 17. at 7 p.m., at
the Florida Power and Light Building. 623 E.
Tarpon Ave .. T arpon Springs.
Marion Wolfson, Program Coordinator for
BTM. and Wallace Witham, Coordinator of the

Nova University Sun Coast Learning Center.
will explain how people with an A.A. degree .
or an A .S. dewee in a technological area irom
an accredited institution. can work toward a
hachelors degree. without having to give up
heir jobs. or any of their previously earned
redilS.
For further information and reservations.
call Mr. Witham at 461-4761\.

Is it worth one and a half cents to save a
person's life?
Wayne Williams, Director of Nova's Institute
for Survival Technology. thinks it is. and he's
pushing hard to get the Federal Aviation Administration to agree that the installation of
adequate .safety equipment on commercial aircraft is not only vital but cheap.
Williams has been spearheading a nationwide drive to get the airlines to put life rafts
and more -effective flotation cushions on everv
commercial flight. He ' s amassed voluminou~
data showing that existing devices are' all but
useless in an accident at sea. and worked out
the actual cost of equipping aircraft with the

-----'-----UNIVERSITy SCHOOL NEWS--School/Community Team ASuccess

No Cold Feet In "Barefoot In The Park"

The Off-Campus Program of The University School Upper School continues to be a
growing .success. due in large part to the enthusiastic support ~f the entire community.
Approximately two hours a day. four days a
week. for a nine week school term. students
explore various career. volunteer, civic. and
fine arts activities under the memorship of
community resource persons.

"Barefoot in the Park " . a production by
The University Plavers of The Universitv
School. was. by all ~ccount5. an unqualified
success over its three night run November 20.
21. and 22nd in the Mailman Auditorium.
The popular Neil Simon play. familiar to
most. is the storv of Paul and Corrie Bratter.
newlyweds living in a six flight walkup in New
York City.
The cast of characters included Scott Teitler
as Paul Bratter: Beth Haynes as his wife. Coffie:
Andrea Liska as Ethel Barnes. Corrie 's mother;
Mike Schoor as Victor Felasco. the upstairs
gourmet neighbor; Gordon Wolfe as Harry Pepe.
the telephone repairman; and Tammy Darvtsh in
a cameo role as a delivery' ; person" .
The play was well attended and the performances were top notch from beginning to
end.
"The students worked hard. not only those
on stage. but those behind the scenes as
well. " said Bob Sherman, Director of the production.

Participating in the program this year are:
Students

Sites

1. Phil Biegelsen

Bache. Inc.
2. Louis Birdman David Friedman. Anornev·at·Law
3. Julie Black
The Experiment No.2 Boutique
4. Steve Buchwald American Express Co.
5. Gregg Cohen
MarvinChamey. D.V .M.
6. T ammv Darvish Y-100
7. Lisa Erickson
Eastern Airlines
The Johnson St. Developmental Cu.
R. Steve Fetter
9. Mike H~ber
The University School·Athletic Dept.
10. Jean Hussey
The Seagull School for the PhysicaUy
Handicapped
11. Rhoda Katz
Johnston & Calandra Advertising
Agency
12. Dori Kordall5h Pasadena Lakes Elementarv . Hearin.!!-Impaired Program
13. Ross Lipton
Bennett Community Hospital
14. Amy Losek
ALM Beauty Supply Manufacturers
15. Robin Rappaport The 5ea,i{\lll School

The Sporting Season
The University School's spirit has proven
itself a winning factor in the showing made by

our fall sports teams.
Coached by Barry Sikorski, our girls' volleyball team had a 17-3 season. and brought
home a second place trophy for Districts; the
Soccer Team had a 10-4-2 season under the
coaching effons of Mike Terpak and Kevin Balter;
and the Cross Countrv Team had a 9-9 sea- '
son. finishing fihh in· Districts under coach

Mike "orion.
The winter sports season has just begun.
and already shows great promise of being
equally successful. Coaching girls' basketball
is Mike Norton; boys' Varsity, Barry Sikorski;
boys' Jr. Varsity, Mike Terpak; 7th and 8th
grade basketball. LOu Taylor: and wrestling. Jeff
Rabin.
Three cheers to all who have helped these
activities succeed.

Students Score High In Math Contest
The University School participates in The
Florida Mathematics League along with
eleven other public and private high schools in
Broward County.
The contest consists of a series of six tests
given throughout the school year. Each test
consists of six questions to be answered in a 30
minute time period. The top five scores from
each team combine for a possible total of 30
points. In the results of the first test given on
October 15th, Tne Universitv School tied for
second place with a total of 2 (team points.
Gregg Cohen was our high scorer with 5/6
correct answers. Rich DeLuca, Gary feldman, Sean
Dort, and Jonathan Dort also contributed to the
total team score.

Student Council
The Student Council at The University
School is off to a grea t start. Each high school
grade has one representative for each 20 percent of the class population.
The officers are: President. Romayne Riddell;
(11) Vice Pres .. Louis Korman (12); Secretary.
Kim Roen (10); and Treasurer. Jeff Friedman
(12). The advisor is Lee Burbank.

The Student Council has established the
first bylaws and constitution. They have a
committee working on the Run-a-thon and
anmher working on a survey of the classes offered in The University School. They also held
a Thanksgiving Raffle. and a Spirit week for
the beginning of the winter sports season.
Recently. they examined the school's handbook. and made suggestions for its improvement.
Plans for the future include taking the
school to Birch State Park before the winter
holiday, establishing a new dress code for the
students. and attempting to refund student
parking fees. They will also be working with
the University Family Organization on a hay
ride.

kind of cushions and rafts that could save
thousands of lives.
The cost comes to less than one and a half
cents per airplane trip. This is how Williams
figures it:
There are 2200 commercial airplanes in
operation. each of which carries an average of
200 passengers per trip.
Effective life vests cost $ 50 each. or
S10.000 per plane. or 522 million to equip
every plane in the fleet.
Life rafts that hold 4 0 people cost $ 2000
each. Five per plane would cost $10.000. or
522 million for the fleet.
This equipment (vests and rafts) has a
minimum 10 vear service life. That means
that the $44 million total cost is actually $4.4
million per year.
The Air Transpon Association reports that
commercial airplanes carry 316 million
passengers each year. Divide the $4.4 milli on
per year cost of the equipment among the 3 16
million passengers. and you come up with a
net cost of less th.an one and a half cents per
passenger - an amount the airlines could
presumably tack on to ticket prices shou ld
they feel that providing for the safety of their
passengers is too great an economic burden for
them to bear alone.
Williams, in fact. has just sent 60 cents in
coin to Langhorne Bond. Administrator of the
Federal Aviation Administration. to cover the
cost of providing him (Williams) with a·dequate
safety equipment during his estimated four
flights a year for the next ten years.

Welcome To Nova
Joseph Fordyce is the new Assistant to the
President for Licensure and Accreditation.
A graduate of Fairmont College, West
Virginia University, Harvard University and
the University of Florida, Dr. Fordyce has
been President of Central Florida Junior College. Santa Fe Community College and the St.
Louis Community College System. and a consultant to the College Entrance Examination
Board. He has been president of the American
Association of Junior College's the Florida
Association of Community Colleges and the
Presidents Academy. American Association
of Community and Junior Colleges. He is a
Phi Delta Kappan. and has received the University of Florida's Distinguished Alumni
Award.
Dr. 1. Donald StanieJ has arrived at the Center
for the Advancement of
Education where he is
"happily at work in the
most important and ex·
citing position of my
career. " There he coordinates the new GEM
program. offered in
seven cities in Central
~: and SOllth Florida for
professional educators
pursuing M.S. and Ed.S.
degrees in a variety of
majors. After teaching in elementary and

secondary English classrooms. Dr. Stanier was
a Teacher Corps team leader. a member of the
graduate. fa~~lty in Cur.riculum and Supervision at the University at Pittsburgh. Research
Associate with the Learning Research and Development Center ' s National Follow Through
project and Chairperson of the Department of
Education at Chatham College. He came to
Nova from Sai.nt Leo College. where he was
Professor and CHairperson of the Division of
Education.
He graduated from Duquesne University in
music composition and holds the M.Ed. in
English Educatiori from Towson State University and the Ph.D. in Curriculum and
Supervision from the University of Pittsburgh.

Frank E. leach is the new Admissions Counselor - Coordinator of Prior Learning Experience at the Center for Advancement of
Education. A graduate of Florida State and
Florida Atlantic Universities. Leach is
presently completing his Ed.D. at F.A.U. He
has been a high school guidance director and
school psychologist in the Florida Public
Schools. an admissions counselor and doctoral
fellow in High Education. and coordinator of
the Alternative Education Program at
Miramar High School.

.
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- - - - - - - - P E O P L E IN THE NEWS-----'-----Dr. Charles Finkl, Jr., Director of the Institute
of Coastal Studies, has been appointed to full
commission status -in the International
Geographical Union. He will represent the
United States in the Working Group in
Geomorphology in River and Coastal Plains.
This prestigeous appointment is for a four-year
term . The first meeting of the new COII'mission will be in Washington, D.C. in
September.
-

William

Markowitz,

Adjunct

Professor of

Physics, attended a meeting on atomic time at
the International Bureau of Weights and
Measures, at Sevres, France, Sept. 23 -25 as
the representative of the International
Astronomical Union. He also attended a
meeting of the Directing Board of the International Time Bureau as the representative
of the International Union of Geodesy and
Geophysics. and delivered a lecture at the San
Fernanco Observatory, Spain, October 24 , on
the motion of the pole.
Anita Fine, a doctoral candidate in CSA. has
been appointed Director of Nursing at the
Institute of Mental Health. Rhode Island
Department of Mental Health. Retardation
and Hospitals. She will direct nursing care for
the hospital's 675 patients. nurse recruitment, and in-service education. A graduate of
Mass. General Hospital School of Nursing,
Mrs. Fine holds a B.S. in Nursing from the
University of Rhode Island and a masters
degree in Public Administration from Nova.
Herschell Gordon Lewis. adjunct professor of
Communication. and Public Relations , has

written a book titled "More Than You Ever
Wanted to Know About Mail Order Advertising, t ' which was recently published.
Lewis and his wife, Margo, operate Communicomp. an advertising and public relations
agency whose clients include companies from
Rhode'Island to California.
Dr. Malcolm S. Knowles and Dr. Ross E. Moreton
were in St. Louis, Missouri for the annual
meeting of the Adult Education Association
U,S.A , Dr. Moreton also attended the annual
meeting of the Florida Association of Community Colleges in Orlando. and the
American Vocational Association in New
Orleans. La.
James. l. HenderSGn (Maryland II Cluster.
CSLD) did a practicum on "Someset County
Public School Administrator and Supervisor
Evaluation Procedures." His work was cited
as "exemplary" by Dr. Herman E. Behling.
Jr., Maryland State Department of Education.
during a recent state-wide staff developmental
meeting. Dr. Behling was reportedly quite
complementary. and used Henderson' s work
was a noteworthy example of the kind of
things that should be accomplished by
counties as a result of Maryland State
Department of Education sponsored conferences and workshops.
Nathan Azrin, Ph.D. of the Psychology
Departmem was elected President of the
Florida Association for Behavior Analysis Gne
month after his arrival at Nova. The

association is a new organization designed to
bring together behavioral psychologists apd
other behavioral practitioners at the regional
level. Since his arrival, Dr. Azrin has been
busy. He is establishing a program under the
auspices of the Broward Employment
Training Agency to obtain jobs for CETA
elients whee benefits have expired, and
another program at the Sunland Training
School in Miami for profoundly retarded
persons.
Julian P. McCreary, (OSC) recently attended a
NORPAX (North Pacific Experiment)
meeting at Scripps Inst. of Oceanography, La
Jolla. CA .
Robert Menzies (OCS) attended a Gulf and
Caribbean
Fisheries
Insitutue
and
WECAF / FAO / IOCARIBE
( U . N.
Organization) Workshop and Symposium on
Pan American spiny lobster fisheries at San
Jose, Costa Rica.
Robert Menzies and lohn Fletemeyer (OCS)
attended a meetiing of the Steering Committee. Sea Turtle Research in the Western
Central Atlantic. sporsored by IOCARIBE, at
San Jose. Costa Rica.They then did field and
sample collection in Costa Rica .
Richard Dodge (OCS) is on a coral collection
field trip in St. Croix.
Pijush Kundu (OCS) w;tl attend a Dec. 8 -12 ..
meeting of the AGU in San Francisco. He will
presem a paper on "The Dynamics of

Baroclinic Jets over Shallow Topography ."
Pat Blackwelder: (OCS) attended a meeting of
Geological Society of America. in Atlanta.
She presented a paper. "Coccoliths as
Paleoclimate Indicators: Laboratorv Culture of
Geologically Important Species - for Stable
Isotope and Ultrastructure Studies ...
Two books by Dr. Marilyn Segal have been
selected by Young Children, one of the most
important and highly respected journals in the
field of early childhcxxJ education. for inelusion in this year's "Beginner's
Bibliography". The books are: Two Years
Old/Play and learning. and Two Years Old/Social
Competence, published by B.L. Winch &
Associates, Rolling Estates. Cal. Last year as
well, the journal recommended two of Dr.
Segal's books in this Bibliography.
Dr. Deborah Robin gave a lecture on Modern
Art at the Art and Cultural Center oj
Hollvwood in conjunction with Nova 's ArtObeifcst art show . Sh(' also spoke at the
Elders' Institu[e of Florida International
University .
Julian McCreary. Acting Director of the Ocean
Sciences Center. will be the Convener General
for an April 27-30 meeting of SCUH (Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research) in
Venice, Italv. D.W. Moore, former Director of
the Center'- is in charge of organizing the
theoretical component of the meeting; Jan
Wilte will take char,~e of the logistics and practical arrangements . The meeting will be attended by more than LOO ocean scientists
from all over the world .

Recent Publ ications From Ocean Sciences
Among the recent publications by the fac ulty and staff of the Ocean Sciences Center
are:
Blackwelder. P.L., with N. Watabe (1980):
" Ultrastructure and calcium localization in
the mantle epithelium of the freshwater gas~
tropod Pomacea palulosa during shell regeneration. " In: The Mechanisms of Biomineralization in Animals and Plants, M. Omori
and N. Watabe, Eds., Tokai Univ. Press,
Tokyo: 131 · 144.
Blackwelder, P., L. Brand, and R.R.L. Guillard (1979): "Coccolith morphology and paleoclimatology ... n. Cell ultrastructure and
formation of coccoliths in Cyclococcolithina
leptopora (Murray and Blackman) Wilcoxon
and Gephyrocapsa oceanica Kamptner."
Scanning Electron Microscopy: 417-420.
Blackwelder. P. , with W. Dudley, lC.
Duplessy, L. Brand, and R.R.L. Guillard
(1980): "Coccoliths in Pleistocene-Holocene
nannofossil assemblages."
Nature, 285:
222-223.
Chao, S.Y (1980): "Topographic coupling of surface and internal Kelvin waves." l
Phys. Oceanogr., 10: 1147-1158.
Chao, S.-Y .. and L.J. Pietrafesa (1980):
" The subtidal response of sea level to atmospheric forcing in the Carolina capes." l
Phys. Oceanogr.. 10: 1246-1255 .
Chao, S.·Y., L.J. Pietrafesa, and G.S. Janowitz (1980): "On the dynamics of a baroclinic
jet over shallow topography," l Phys.
Oceanogr. (submitted).
Dodge , R.E. (1980): "Preparation and ex'
amination of skeletal chronologies of recent
and fossil corals." In: Skeletal Growth: Biological Records of Environmental Changes,
D.C. Rhoads and R.A. Lutz, Eds .. Plenum
Press: 615·618.
Dodge, R.E., and J.R Vaisneys (1980):
"Skeletal growth characteristics of recent and
bsil corals. " In: (see above ref.): 493- 517.
Dodge, R.E., with J.R. Vaisnys (1980):
•• A Bayesian statistical. propositional calculus, and maximum entrophy approach to
coral lile history phenomena." In: (see above
ref. ): 699- 72 3.
Dodge, RE., and W .R. Raymond (1980):
., 1979 hurricane damage to coral reefs of Vieques" Report to Commander, Atlantic Division, U.S. Naval Facilities Engineering Command: 28 pp. , 36 figs.
Dodge, RE. (1980): "Growth characteristics of hermatypic corals of Broward
County, Florida." Report to Broward County
Environmental Quality Control Board: 20 pp.
Dodge. RE . (1981): "Coral growth in Ber·
muda: Spatial distributions in relation to the
environment." In: Bermuda - Anatomy of
an Oceanic Island, W. Sterrer, Ed. , Wiley
lnterscience (in press).
Finkl, C.W.
-with Fairbridge, RW., 1980. Cratonic
erosional unconformities 'a nd peneplains,
Jour. Geol. , 88(1), 69-86.
- 1980. Stratigraphic principles and practices as related to soil mantles,
CATENA. 7(2/3), 169-194.
-1980. Le frontiere della technologia,
Planeta Mar~(Enciciopedia di Scienza),
Vol. II, No.5 , 65-80. (Milano: Gruppo
Editoriale Fabbri S.p.A.)
-1980. Le strade del mare. Planeta Mare

(Enciclopedia di Scienza), Vol. I, No.4,
81 -96. (Mi lano: Gruppo Editoriale Fabbri S.p.A .)
- in press. The following articles in The
Encyclopedia of the Sea. (M ilan: F ratelli
Fabbri Editori).
Oceans and Climate
Vol. 1I. No.6
Sea Floor Mining
Vol. XXlll, No. 90
Salt & Desalination Vol. XXIU, No. 91
Vol. XXIV. No. 95
Maritime Law
-{in press). Coastal Soils. IN Schwartz,
M.L, ed . Encyclopedia of Beaches and
Coastal Environments. Stroudsburg, PA:
Dowden , Hutchinson & Ross. Inc.
-(in press). Soil Minerals. IN Frye. K .. ed.
Encyclopedia
of
Mineralogy .
Stroudsburg, PA: Dowden. Hutchinson
& Ross, Inc.
-with ratr6ridge, R. W. (in press). Stone
lines and white podzolic sands as
paleoclimatic indicators, Quaternary
Rese~rch.

-1980. Le legge del mare, Planeta Mare
(Enciclopedia di Scienza), Vol. I, 14-16.
BOOKS
-1979. The Encyclopedia of Soi!" Science.
Part I: Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Fertility, and Technology. Stroudsburg, PA:
Dowden, HutchinsoAo & Ross, Inc.
(Academic Press), 646p. (RW. Fairbridge, Series Editor; C.W. Finkl.
Volume Editor) Plus the following major
entries by CWF:
Conductivity, Electrical
pp. 97- 99
Leaching
pp. 260· 266
Macronutrients
pp. 274-276
Micronutrients
pp.295-298
Organic Matter
pp.348·349
Phosphorus Cyde(with R.W .
Simonson)
pp.370·377
Soil
pp.433-435
Soil Conditioners
pp. 446-44R
pp. 486-487
Soil Pores
Thixotr..,phy, Thixotropism pp. 565·566
-(in
p.~ss).
Soil
Classification.
Stroudsburg, PA: Dowden, Hutchinson &
Ross, Inc. , Benchmark Papers in
Geology .
Kundu , P.K . (1980): "A numerical study
of mixed layer dynamics. "
J. Phys.
Oceanogr., 10: 220·263.
Kundu, P.K. ( 1980): "Reply to Deardorff's comments on 'A numerical study of
mixed layer dynamics.' " ]. Phys. Oceanogr.
(in press).
Kundu. P.K. (1980): "Self-similarity in
stress-driven entrainment experiments." (s ubmitted for publication).
McCreary, J.P., A. Leetmaa, and D.W.
Moore (1980): "Equatorial currents: observations and theory ." In: Evolution of Physical
Oceanography: Scientific Surveys in Honor of
Henry Stommel, B.A. Warren and C.
Wunsch, Eds., M.l.T. Press, Cambridge,
MA: 184· 196.
McCreary, J.P . (1980): "A linearstratified
ocean model , of the Equatorial Undercurrent." Phil. Trans. Royal Soc. London (in
press).
McCreary, J.P. (1980): "A linear stratified
ocean model of the Coastal Undercurrent."
Phil. Trans. Royal Soc. London (su bmitted).
McCreary. J.P. (1980): "Modelling wind~
driven ocean circulation." Hawaii lnst. Geophysics Report (in press).
McCreary, J.P. (1980): " A model of the
Equatorial Undercurrent, the Coastal Under-

,

current and deep equatorial jets." Ocean
Modelling (submitted).
Menzies. R.A .. and J.M. Kerrigan (19RO):
"T he larval recruitment problem of the spiny
lobster," Fisheries. 5(4): 42 -46.
Witte, j.M. (19RO): Physical Processes in
the Equatorial Regions of the Oceans: A
Bibliography, Nova Univ./N.Y.l.T. Press. Fe
Lauderdale. Flo 73 pp.

Mini-Foreign Film Fest
At Nova/Coral Springs

Singers Are Singing
The Nova University Community Sin,~ers
have dedicated this year's Concen Series Program Book to the memories of Abraham Mailman and Francis McCahill.
The Singers an.' now doing their Fall series
of concerts. On Dec. ), they arc pertorming at
Parkway Christian Church. Plantation at R: 1'5
p.m.: on Dec. 7, at the First United Methodist
Church. Ft. Lauderdale at H: 15 p.m.: and on
Dec. 14 at 4 .p. m,. thl'Y are havin ,L: a
"Messiah Sing-In" at the First Prl'shyterian
Church, Ft. Lauderdale. All concerts afl' ffel'.
For additional information. call Ginny Nahon
at431-R544.

As part of the Coral Sprin,{:s Year of tht!
Arts Festival. Nova/Coral Springs will present
a m"ini-foreign film festival on February 6, 7
and 8.

G.E.D. Center Open

On Friday, Feb. 6, the fearure film is "A
Special Day " directed by Ettore Scola, and
starring Sophia Loren and Marcello
Mastroianni. Saturday's film is " Woyzeck"
directed by Werner Herl.Og; Sunday's is
"Cousin Cousine" directed by Jean-Charles
J'accheIa.

A new G.E.D. (Geneml Education Diploma) center has just opened in thl' Tamarac
Library. 8595 McNab Rd. Classes are con·
tinuous. and run from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m . The
price is $2.2 5 plus a small hook ren tal lee for
as long as it lakes HI pass thl' exam . Call Ann
Clark at 726-~713 for further information.

Each film will be followed by a lecture by
Edward Reardon, Adjunct Professor at Nova/ Coral Springs.
The films will be presented in the
auditorium of the university 's learning center
at 3501 University Drive. Coral Springs at
8:30p.m.
For reservations and information please call
753 -3 300 or 752-7960.

POETRY CORNER
The Typist
Looking sideways to decode
the body processes symbols
through flying fingers
piling black
code on whitf!
paper.
The machine attached to a
living(will the real part of this
technological process please)
The part with pierced
ears, breathing
cooled ghetto air
and driven
by the power from
A brain-topped mannequin
whose name is
and moreover happens to
be wearing a threepiece suit.
Lois T. Hirs t

News?
Tell

CLASSIFIED-ROOMMATE fiNDERS INC. em yOllr l'xIK'nsl" in
half. Find YOllr compatahle rOliffim<lt(·. Slllllh
Florida's larw:st and fastest. FOf intufIll.llion.
can Broward (Tues .. Thufs., SaL) ,)()5M)(17:
Daue (Mon. ·SaC) 'VIH -'5299 .
fiNANCIAL AID for conscientious undl'fgraucs.
Apply Cap<' Foundation, )')0 Pharr Rd .. Box
2[[. Adanta. GA 30305.
LAW FIRM n('cds errand runner. Must hav(' own
car and general knowledge tlf Fort Lauderdale
area. $3 .50 an hour. 2')< a mill' , Full or part
time. Pegg~ . 525-3441.
TRAVEl - LONDON with Orange County Bilr
Assn. 30 April - R May. J9RI - Dl'part
Orlando (Miami) 5915.00 ($H40.00). Call,
Write Atty . John Patrvlo, 0(5) (,.17
6900/P.0. Box 340, Wintt.: Park, Florida.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING - Reports, briefs. manu
snipts. etc. on Electric IBM COffeclin,g Si:ll'c
teic II. Highly experienced. Fast Sc.'rvin'.
Perfect work. 472-56/t /1.
TYPING - Experienct.:d Ll',gal Secretary will in!.!
10 liD typing at home. Expt'dil'n! and f(';t'llfl
ahle . 72HIOk .
TRAVEl Grand European TOUf and
Olx:rammcrgall Passion Play. 15 day',
5159:-1. Summer, 19RO. Early· binj uisrounl.
Wholesale Tours. 13270 SW 6R St.. ;\I1iami.
F{.3 3IH3 .

Telep/IOM 305/475-8_
I

JEFFREY J. AUERBACH.

THE NEWS
OFFICE HOURS
BY APPOINTMENT

305/475·7417
----

D.D.S.

GENEAAL DENTISTRY

UNIVERSITY SOUARE SHOPPING CENTEn
GfM SOUTH UHfV£RSITY DAIVE'
DAVIE. FlORIDA 33328

Weekdays, evenings & Saturday
-
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A MESSAG'E OF INTEREST
TO ALL RESIDENTS
OF BROWARD COUNTY
,

... Concerning Higher Education
NOVA UNIVERSITY, Broward County's University; provides
educational opportunities to the citizens of Broward Count~
AT NO DIRECT COST TO TAXPAYERS
NOVA UNIVERSITY Is an Inde~endent (NOT TAX-SUPPORTED)
. Institution serving the public Interest. It provides
.
comprehensive programs at the undergraduate, master's. and
doc;torallevels.
'
2,351 men and women living in Broward County are studying at
NOVA UNIVERSITY at NO DIRECT COST TO TAXPAYERS
IIIIIIII!

NOVA UNIVERSITY has graduated 3,112 Broward County
Residents AT NO DIRECT COST TO TAXPAYERS ,
Since 1965 NOVA UNIVERSITY has returned $110+ MILLION
principally to the economy of Broward County.
NOVA UNIVERSITY is a,mong the 100 largest NON-TAXSUPPORTED Universities in the United States based upon
annual Expenditures for Education. **

* Source: 1977·78 expenditure analysis for ttte state university system o'-Florida.
** Source: U.S. Dept. of Health, Education & Welfare HEGIS r~ports 1977·78.
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